
 

Lootera is a film about a crime boss and his young apprentice, who is trying to steal the boss's empire. The story follows two parallel lines with contrasting endings. The movie opens in the current day, with New York's most notorious Yakuza gaming ringleader, Katsumi Goto (Hiroyuki Sanada), presiding over an orderly yet tense gathering of his lieutenants. His elder son was recently jailed for fencing
stolen goods on behalf of their underworld business partner, Hiro Yumasaki (Joe Odagiri), but now it appears Katsumi himself might be jailed too. The only solace Katsumi can take in these dark days is that, much to his surprise, his younger son, Akira (Kenta Onuki), has just returned from London with an AK47 in hand that he plans to give to Hiro. With the police closing in on him—the authorities
are finally convinced that Hiro is responsible for a string of violent crimes committed by the Yakuza—Hiro's only hope is to flee back to Japan with Akira and hide out for a while amongst Katsumi's vast criminal empire. Meanwhile, up in America, Akira has been hired by his spoiled young boss Mira (Angelica Vale) to steal a top-secret paper which supposedly contains the location of an ancient
treasure. The job involves masquerading as her boyfriend to win the confidence of her multi-millionaire grandfather (Philip Baker Hall). Soon, Akira makes it into the good book of his boss's father, and Mira too seems to be falling for the young man. But Akira is betraying Mira by falling in love with her. What he doesn't realize is that she's well aware of his game and has already set up an elaborate
scheme to get her hands on both the paper and the treasure. After visiting Chris (Nate Parker), his former boss, for some extra cash, Akira buys a ring for Mira—his way of wooing her into giving him Chris's precious secret poem. While trying to sleep with Mira, he realises that his ring is missing. The next morning, Mira confesses that the ring has been stolen by another guy and gives him a photo of
him and someone else together. Akira recalls how he approached the guy as her boyfriend and as such doesn't believe her. He goes home and finds his photo in a drawer where he keeps his cash receipts. The person in the picture is Hiro whom he now suspects of being the thief. He confronts Hiro but Hiro denies it. Akira then goes into the kitchen only to find a stash of money which had been hidden
there by Chris many years ago, after Chris disappeared with it from Katsumi's house. Akira realizes that all along, Hiro has been working for Katsumi. Meanwhile, in L.A., Mira's grandfather decides to receive Akira at his mansion instead of her. He presents Akira with the ancient treasure map which he stole from Katsumi's house and tells him to give it to the Yakuza boss. However, during this
meeting, Mira interrupts revealing that her grandfather is actually her father and exhorts Akira to help her get the map back. Akira agrees to help Mira only if she helps him find the real treasure map which her grandfather stole from Katsumi's house years ago.
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